
  

December 16 4:30 - 9:30pm Holiday Party, Milwaukie Center  

January 06 10-2 Mentorship 102A, Oregon Grape Room, Milwaukie Center  

January 13 10-2 Mentorship 101A, Oregon Grape Room, Milwaukie Center  

January 20 10-2 Mentorship 101B, Oregon Grape Room, Milwaukie Center  

January 22 6-9pm BSOP monthly meeting, Milwaukie Center  
February 26 6-9pm BSOP monthly meeting, Milwaukie Center  

Upcoming Events 
December 

2018 

Words From Your President  
This will be my last “Word’s from Your President” letter. 

On behalf of the board and myself, I want to start this letter with the way I have ended it for 
4 years and that is to say…” Thank you for your trust.” 

I am not sure just how many of you know the sincerity I place in that monthly salutation. 
For four years I have appreciated the trust you have shown not only in me but in your board of 
directors and the myriad of decisions we have made. 

From the start, we had two basic guidelines: Leave the ego at the door and, that all decisions 
will be made with the majority of the membership foremost in our thoughts. I/we hope that you 
have felt that we have served you well. 

I want also to take the time to acknowledge your other board members: Your First Vice-
President, Michael, Lime, Allen was the person who brought you all the talent on the stage 
month after month. His opus, was of course, the creation of the Ryan Neil Live-Streams to the 
BSOP stage. But also, of special note, were his AV skills. Prior to his involvement, we were not 
very successful with our audio system. Lime was instrumental in resolving that. Lime, I am 
happy to say, is staying on booking the artists for our meetings and making sure our audio is 
excellent.  

Your Second Vice-President, Jan Hettick, is finishing her second term in that position and 
going on to do a third term in charge of membership. Jan does not know the meaning of 
enough! She does not like it when I say what I am about to say but the fact is, Jan was more like 
your co-President. She was that involved and helpful to me/you. She took care of almost all the 
back of the house things so that I could stay out front with you, the members. She gets up in the  
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morning, goes to her computer, and pretty much remains there being the communication center 
of our club. You would have noticed her at each meeting in the hallway holding down three 
jobs at one time, keeping things in good order. And, she did all of that while chairing the Ren-
dezvous for 3 years. Jan is remaining on the board in the same position she held for the past 2 
terms. 

Your Treasurer, John Thomas, gave you two terms in office keeping our financial growth 
balanced. He did this during a highly stressful time in his life. John also allowed us to use his 
bookstore, “The Yarn Shop” as our monthly meeting place. John was our consistent reality 
check. Just when we thought we had a consensus of agreement on a decision, John would say,” 
Well hold on a minute.”  

Your Secretary, Patty Myrick, is organized and a glutton for punishment just like Jan. She 
trained for the position before her term began and continues to absorb some of the burden that 
Jan carries. When she joined the board, she was still taking care of the hospitality aspect of our 
meetings as well. She consistently takes on projects and most recently has taken on being your 
Treasurer five months before she was nominated for that role. So, Patty will remain on as your 
Treasurer. I have also given her the title of the “Kusamono Queen.” 

Another to, step up to the plate of early board members, is Laura Hudson. Laura has stepped 
up early to take Patty’s role of Secretary and has been doing a stellar job. She seems a quiet sort 
but sends in a zinger of an idea at key times during the board meetings. We appreciate her start-
ing in early. 

Another early arrival is Reid Parham. Reid has slipped in early also to start his role as VP of 
Programs. You all know Reid as the highly organized, fast-paced man who delegates the setting 
up and breaking down of our meetings. His role is vital to the quality of each of our general 
meetings. 

Joe Johanesen, your incoming President, has also been coming to our last few board meet-
ings in order to acclimate himself to what it is he needs to learn. Joe is the mammoth barrel-
chested man you see moving about and helping in any area he can. I feel he will fill the prover-
bial presidential shoes very well. 

I also want to thank our other 2 board members that were on the 2015/2016 board. That 
would be Phil Harden and Steve Leaming. Phil filled the important role of club Secretary for 2 
full years keeping our board meeting minutes recorded accurately. Steve, the behemoth, did a 
behemoth job of providing us with a quality line-up of artists and programs for 2 full years and 
he also chaired a great number of our yearly events. On top of that, Steve opened his bonsai 
products business and comes to our general meetings and mentorship meetings with all of his 
wares. Thanks much to you both. 

This list would not be complete without me also mentioning the large number of other 
members who work behind the scenes and out front. Month after month, they show up and do 
their jobs. Set things up, take them down. Put them away and do so expediently as we must 
beout the door by a certain time. The list is so long that it scares me to try and list everyone be-
cause I would worry myself silly that I left someone out. They know that we know, who they 
are. Check out the back page of the newsletter for a list of Committee Heads …and that is just 
the tip of the proverbial iceberg!  
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Programming Report 
Thank you Randy Knight for the fun and informative discussion of his yamadori collecting 

career. I’m regularly amazed that we can host such skilled and talented folks at BSOP—he has 
an astonishing post-collection survival rate of 98 percent. 

Randy emphasized his respect for the land and the importance of collecting with permission 
of landowners. He revealed why twine and rope are better than tape for securing loads (less 
waste and easier application); why planting new material in the bottom of an Anderson Flat is 
important (better water-to-oxygen balance); how important a trunk brace is (movement prevents 
good root growth); the importance of a heat bed for recovery (80ºF from November through 
March); and that as many roots as possible, crammed into as tiny of a pot as possible is a viable 
method. Whew! 

With all of the effort, risk, and complexity to be successful with collection, it’s clear to me 
that a purchase from a legitimate yamadori collector is worth every dollar. 

This month we are doing the usual Holiday Party in lieu of a monthly meeting. Take a look 
at this newsletter and portlandbonsai.org for the details. I’ll see you there! 

Coming up on January 22nd, we will debut a beginner-focused program. Stay tuned for fur-
ther detail, but we will invite beginners to show their trees and the audience will offer feedback 
and encouragement. 

Thank you all for making 2018 such a great year. We hosted a wonderful array of talent and 
surveyed broad subject matter. Here’s to 2019 and continued success in being, as Lee puts it, 
“the friendliest club anywhere!” 

Reid Parham, Program Facilitator 

Without all those dedicated individuals we would not be the leading-edge club that we are. I 
am so very proud of all our volunteers for giving so much of yourselves and making my presi-
dential duties so easy. Please take time to thank these individuals when you meet up with them 

In closing, I believe that we are passing the torch to a board that will have continued success 
in keeping this club as the highly innovative club that it is. Please welcome and support your 
new board who will take office at the January 22, 2019 annual meeting: 

President: Joe Johanesen 

1st Vice Presidents of Programming: Reid Parham and his handsome sidekick Lime Allen 

2nd Vice President of Membership: Jan Hettick 

Treasurer: Patty Myrick 

Secretary: Laura Hudson 

Past President: Lee Cheatle 

And for the final time; thank you for your trust, it has been my pleasure to serve you,  

Lee  
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Mentorship  
MENTORSHIP 101 is starting up next month! 101A will take place on Sunday, January 

13th and 101B on Sunday, January 20th. Both classes will be held at the Milwaukie Center, 
5440 SE Kellogg Creek Drive, Milwaukie, Oregon from 10am to 2pm. Registration is almost 
full, but you can get on our waiting list or the silent observers list. We are really ready to pre-
sent our new program and to meet with you to start you on your journey to learning and appre-
ciating bonsai at its best. 

Mentorship 101 is for BSOP members who have little or no experience with bonsai. In fact, 
we will assume you have ‘no bonsai skills’. Through lecture and hands-on, we will be going 
over the basics “Best Practices” model to help you to acquire skills and knowledge for bonsai 
tree development and care. 

Who is ‘we’? Lee Cheatle will once again be our exalted leader. Steve and Deb Wilcox, 
Brandon Myren, and Joanne Raiton will be instructing and of course we will be joined by those 
wonderful mentors who volunteer to share their knowledge and expertise at each meeting. 

For those who are registered, we will be sending you more detailed information in the next 
few weeks concerning species, skills, what to bring and what you can anticipate will take place 
when you attend. We are excited to get started and hope you are too. 

BSOP Members:  

I've had  people ask if I will have my store set up at the Holiday Party on Sunday the 16th.  

While I will not have the store set up, it you are in need of something I can certainly deliver 
it to you at the party.  Just send me an email at stevenleaming@gmail.com, or call 503-750-
4552 and let me know what you need.  

Happy Holidays!   

Steve Leaming,  

Portland Bonsai Supply  
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BSOP 2018 HOLIDAY PARTY!BSOP 2018 HOLIDAY PARTY!BSOP 2018 HOLIDAY PARTY!BSOP 2018 HOLIDAY PARTY!    
The BSOP Holiday Party is an exciting annual event celebrating a successful year of bonsai 

and friendship. The party this year is on Sunday, December 16th 4:30-8:00pm at the Mil-
waukie Center, 5440 SE Kellogg Creek Drive, Milwaukie. The Holiday Party is open to all 
BSOP members and their guests. We especially encourage our newer members to attend. This 
is a great opportunity to get acquainted with other BSOP members and “talk bonsai”! Not to 
mention a good way to get your hands on some good quality bonsai material. 

Tickets are $15 online and at the door.  

They can be purchased online through the club website, portlandbonsai.org, under Resources/

Member Services.  http://www.portlandbonsai.org  Tickets may also be purchased 

at the Cashier desk at the BSOP meeting on November 27th.  

HERE’S THE SCHEDULE 

2:30 – 4:00 - Setup 

4:00 – 5:30 – Auction Registration (bring your trees, etc.) 

4:30 – 5:30 – Social Hour & Appetizers 

5:30 – 6:30 – Dinner 

6:30 – 8:00 – Auction & Raffle 

8:00 – 9:30 – Clean Up 

DINNER 
The event is a combination catered/potluck dinner. BSOP will provide turkey, ham, pota-

toes, bread stuffing, gravy, hot vegetable, tossed greens with three dressing choices, pasta salad, 
vegetable salad, and fruit. 

Coffee, tea, water and non-alcoholic soft drinks will be provided. Alcohol is allowed but 
you must bring your own. 

BSOP members will provide delicious and creative potluck appetizers and desserts. 

Potluck items are suggested by the first letter of your last name as follows: 

• A-M Appetizer 

• N-Z Dessert  

 TWO CONTESTS 

This year at our holiday party we will be holding 
two contests: Back by popular demand: The DECO-
RATED TREE CONTEST! Bring a small deco-
rated bonsai tree as a centerpiece for your table. New 
this year is the UGLY SWEATER CONTEST. 
The best decorated bonsai and the “best” ugly 
sweater will be chosen by party attendees. Winners 
of each contest receive special bonsai pots made by 
our own Michael “Lime” Allen!  
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December Haiku 
High above grey sky  

Dark clouds dancing in the wind  
Snowflake passes by  

Ron Yasenchak   

IMPORTANT AUCTION INFORMATION 
* Any BSOP member may sell at Tuesday night auction 

* Anyone may buy 

o Members use member ID number (back of ID badge) 

o Guests get temporary number from cashier 

* Items for sale must arrive after 4:30 and BEFORE 5:30pm (Holiday Party) 

* Complete auction tag 

o Seller ID is your member ID (back of badge) 

o Mark percentage to BSOP (20%, 50%, 100%) (1) 

o Add brief description of item 

o Add minimum bid if appropriate 

o White (top) copy of bid sheet goes to Auction Manager 

* If you bring something to sell 

o At end of evening, verify that it has sold 

o If not, take it with you 

o Items left after meeting become 100% donation to BSOP 

* If you bid on something, verify if you won, then 

o Bring pink copy of auction tags to cashier with payment 

o Goldenrod copy to stay with tree at all times, is buyer’s copy 

* Allow 30 minutes for bid posting after auction close 

(1) Note: If you want some items to be 20% and others to be 100%, please get 
separate seller ID number from cashier for 100% items.  
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CALL FOR SPEAKERSCALL FOR SPEAKERSCALL FOR SPEAKERSCALL FOR SPEAKERS  
This is my second call for Ambassador Speakers for BSOP.  It is that time of the year when 

BSOP starts receiving requests from gardening clubs, nurseries, schools, retirement communi-
ties, etc. asking for a presentation about Bonsai and an accompanying display of trees.  Some of 
the nurseries ask for an instructional class on basis bonsai design and care. The number of re-
quests (we have had 4 so far, I have handled 2 of them already) is increasing as the reputation 
of BSOP and the public’s knowledge about us expands.   

If you are willing to share your bonsai knowledge and display a few of your trees to help 
further BSOP's mission to educate and promote our art, please contact me clicking on the fol-
lowing email address: keithwingfield@aol.com, Or you can call me at 503-538-6118 or contact 
me at one of the club meetings or mentorship programs.  This is a simple and fun activity that 
helps to promote the general public's knowledge of bonsai and extend BSOP's community out-
reach.  Please let me hear from you.  

Already this fall we have 2 requests for presentations.   

The first is for a Bonsai presentation talk and a small showing of some trees in early and 
advanced development and a question and answer period. The request by the Fir Grove Garden 
Club and is for a speaker / presenter on Wednesday, January 16, 2019 at approximately 6:30 
p.m with the specific location to be arranged.  I will put you in touch with the Garden Club co-
ordinator so final details can be worked out closer to the date of the presentation.  

Additional Information is now available on the Fir Grove Garden Club request as fol-
lows:  The Bonsai Presentation is requested for January 16, 2019, at 7:00 p.m. at 7655 SW 
Brentwood Street in the Raleigh Hills area.  This is a private residence.  The Bonsai 
Speaker is the first item on the agenda for the evening and they would like a talk of 45 
minutes or so.  You are welcome to stay for the rest of the Garden Club meeting and re-
freshments.  

The second request is for a presentation at the Astoria Public Library.  Details on this one 
are still being worked out and more information will be forth coming.  But if you are interested, 
let me know and I will keep you in the loop as more details and information become available. 
This one is a great opportunity for one of our BSOP members living at the coast to become in-
volved locally with spreading our Bonsai message.   

Additional information is now available on the Astoria Public Library request as fol-
lows:  The expected audience would be 20 to 25 adults. Most if not all will be new to the 
subject of Bonsai.  The library staff has offered the following dates as being best for their 
schedule – Saturday, January 5, 2019 at 6:00 p.m.; Saturday, February 2, 2019 or Satur-
day March 2, 2019 at 6:00 p.m.; or Tuesday, February 5, 2019 at 6:00 p.m. or Tuesday, 
March 5, 2019 at 6:00 p.m.   

This is a great opportunity to help spread the knowledge of BSOP and the art of Bonsai 
though our state and help accomplish our educational outreach, so with this additional informa-
tion, if you can undertake one of these requests, please contact me.  

Happy Fall Bonsai Season,  

Keith Wingfield, keithwingfield@aol.com 
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Utah Jazz, Part 1. Bryce Canyon  
This month’s article is likely to turn into more of a photo essay rather than hard core bonsai 

knowledge. What it is meant to be is bonsai inspiration. More than that, I am planning on a 
three-part series, so strap yourselves in for the dreaded family slide show. It may seem strange 
that I am including photos of myself, or my wife, Lisa, but when I do it is solely for scale. So, 
what brought me to this? A wedding. Two years ago, Lisa’s cousin’s daughter Alicia married in 
Scottsdale, Arizona and after we attended that event, we headed north to the Grand Canyon, 
which I reported in these pages.  

Fast forward to this October when Alicia’s younger sister Emily married her beau in Se-
dona, Arizona, land of the red rock. So, of course we took the opportunity to take in a few more 
National Parks, heading north above the Grand Canyon and crossing into Utah. Almost twenty 
years ago I postponed my trip into this area of southern Utah to take one of Boon’s intensive 
courses. That led to three years of study with Boon, which is really what catapulted my bonsai 
world. A fair trade indeed. But now it was time to resume the trail to the deserted, desolate 
world of beauty and wonder that national parks of Utah hold.  

Emily’s outdoor wedding barely escaped a heavy thunderstorm the night before and as we 
headed out of Sedona, it was still raining. We drove north through the stupendous Oak Creek 
canyon and on to Flagstaff. We were fortunate to avoid a 200-mile detour from a washout ear-
lier in the week. Crews had just repaired the road a day before our drive. As we drove, there 
were fewer and fewer trees.  

Nearing Page, Arizona, I spotted small sign that said Horseshoe Bend. To the left across the 
highway through barbed wire fence there was a gravel road across the dry grass with a bunch of 
cars parked about 200 yards away. I thought, could it be? Naw, can’t. But if it is, I can’t possi-
bly drive by, so my blinker went on and we dove in for the adventure. Not knowing exactly 
what was going on, we struggled to find a spot to park amid the tour buses and cars parked in 
the red sand. Then we spotted the long line of folks trudging up the barren hill. The busloads of 
Asians were great. One guy spent five minutes as we were parking making sure that his hair 
was just right. Others were trekking out in the desert in their snuggies and slippers, while there 
was still drizzle in the air.  

When we got to the top of the hill, I could see that we were in the right place, but the view 
point was another quarter mile down across the swale, with hundreds of folks passing each 
other back and forth. Our destination was Horseshoe Bend, where the Colorado River makes a 
270-degree turn, almost reaching back to touch itself. But the thing is, it’s about a thousand feet 
down to it! I had seen it many times in photos while doing research for work, but with conflict-
ing info, I had no idea what state or river it really was. And here I am, all of a sudden standing 
at its edge. The distortion in the photo comes from the fact that I had to use a wide-angle lens to 
get it all in. I have some great, clean shots, but this one shows you just how awesome the view  
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was. It is the single most impressive site I can remember seeing, and it was just an impromptu 
minute off the road. It was the unexpected delight of the trip for me. But enough of rock and 
water. We need to see some trees!  

 

Now we were back on the road again to Bryce Canyon. We drove all day through a bleak 
landscape, going hours at a time without seeing trees of any kind, or at least it felt that way. 
Then we would see empty stands where native Americans sold their wares during the summer 
and realized this was the land they were left with and expected to survive on with zero re-
sources. A sobering moment indeed.  

It was still raining when we arrived at our little cabin after dark. The next morning as we 
drove into the park, it began to snow. Would we even see the canyon? We retreated to the visi-
tor center, then decided to make a go of it.  

On our first stop, we decided to go for broke and hike into the canyon. It was an other-
worldly experience and the only way to really appreciate what the canyon was like. From 
above, Bryce is just peering over the edge like the Grand Canyon, but on a much smaller scale. 
But that smaller scale means that you can access its beauty on foot and it isn’t really apparent 
until you get down into Bryce.  

It rained our whole hike, so the photos were marred with raindrops, but our spirits were 
high. The canyon like the rest of southern Utah is sandstone. But the stuff here is soft and erod-
ing, leading to the formations that we see. I started snapping pictures almost non-stop. The trees 
seemed like the original inspiration for exposed root style bonsai – as they grew larger, the 
grounds slowly diminished below them.  

Horseshoe Bend of the Colorado. 1000 feet to the bottom. 270 degree turn.  
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Part of Bryce Canyon. The trail we took can be seen meandering in the middle of the photo.  

A Ponderosa with more exposed roots. What a 
great bonsai example.  

A Pinyon Pine with the sandstone crumbled 
away, leaving roots exposed.  
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Getting up close and personal to 
the rock formations.  

More great Bryce scenery 
on the trail.  
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Foliage of Utah Juniper 
with berries.  

Yes, this was the climb out 
of the canyon. Over a 
dozen switchbacks.  

The orange is mistletoe on a Utah Juniper.  
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Shop Online at DallasBonsai.com 

World’s Largest Selection of  Bonsai Supplies, Tools, and More 

 • Bonsai Tools • Plastic Pots & Trays 

 • Bonsai Soils • Tokoname & Ceramics 

 • Fertilizers • Bonsai Training Wire 

 • Chemicals • Complete Starter Kits 

 • Books • Bonsai Trees & Material 

We were hiking in a fairy land with impossible formations of both rocks and trees abound-
ing. I think that most were Ponderosas and Utah Junipers. At higher elevations there were Doug 
Firs, and some Pinyons, too. I just can’t stress enough how inspirational this all is to a bonsai 
person – to any person. You can see a few of the hundreds of photos that I took that morning, 
and they will explain some of the awe and wonder we experienced.  

We never knew what the next turn would yield walking around and between all these for-
mations with tunnels and switchbacks. We spent the rest of the day, driving along the rim up to 
Rainbow point, which at 9,000 feet is getting pretty high, and there was definitely snow there. 
On our return, I was trying to check out Inspiration Point, with the mega-view, but the wind 
was blowing so hard that the snow was coming up the canyon into my face so that I couldn’t 
even peer over the edge. But then a half hour later, I got some great light for some great photos. 
It can be so unpredictable.  

If you haven’t guessed, my purpose here is to get you to go, get out. See. Explore. Make a 
connection to the outdoor world. It is really helping me pursue and define the type of bonsai 
that I really want to do. Something that is expressive of wild nature and the land that we are 
blessed to live in. Next up will be a trip just a half hour down the road from Bryce to Ko-
dachrome Basin, which is very aptly named. There will be a lot more photos of trees in that in-
stallment!  

 

 Scott Elser 
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Portland Bonsai Supply  
 

portlandbonsaisupply.com  
 

WIRE - TOOLS - SUPPLIES -  
FERTILIZER - SOILS - POTS  

 
 

Now Stocking JIM GREMEL Annealed Copper Wire  

Get Ready For Repotting Season  

Akadama OR Kunuma 17lt  

$35 EA / 2/$67  
 

Owner—Steve Leaming stevenleaming@gmail.com 503-750-4552  
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PRE-BONSAI PLANTS · BONSAI TOOLS 

High-fired Pots ● Mica & Plastic Training Pots 

Wire ● Organic Fertilizers 

Mazama Pumice (1/16-3/8”) 

Diatomite Rock from Nevada, USA 

Superior Black Compost ● Red Cinder Rock (1/4-5/16”) 

Est. 1978  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dedicated to growing trees specifi-

cally for bonsai, combining the best of 

traditional Japanese techniques with 

the proven technology of the Oregon 

nursery industry.  

In the field: 

Japanese Black pine, Shimpaku 

 Scots Pine, Shore Pine, Mugo 

Trident & Japanese Maples 

Chinese Elms, Japanese Quince 

Ume, Crabapples, Korean Hornbeam 

And others. Come see the result of our 

nebari development process.  

Many varieties of satsuki whips 

Shimpaku from 1 gal to field-

grown 

Many varieties developed for shohin 

styling 

To contact us, please call or email 

Chris & Lisa Kirk ●   

(503) 881-1147 ●  

www.tfarms.com  

Website at www.telfarms.com 
Need supplies?   

Call ahead for delivery  

at BSOP meetings.  

 

English Elm bonsai during the Winter 
  from Bonsai4me.com 
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The Bonsai Society of Portland meets on the fourth Tuesday of each month.  

The Milwaukie Center 
5440 SE Kellogg Creek Drive, Milwaukie OR 97222  

Enter parking lot from Rusk Road 
Visitors are always welcome! 

Board of Directors 
President: Lee Cheatle  VP-Programs: Lime Allen, Reid Parham 
VP-Membership: Jan Hettick  Treasurer: Patty Myrick  
Secretary: Laura Hudson  Past President: Jan Hettick  
Committee Chairs 
Ambassadors: Keith Wingfield  Photographer: Brian Lonstad  
Auctions:  Toni Martin   Raffle: Harold Yearout 
Audio/Visual: Lime Allen Social Media: Scott Tice  
Facilities Coordinator: Reid Parham Spring Show: Scott Elser 
Heritage: Steve Leaming, Brandon Myren Summer Picnic:  
Hospitality: Harold Yearout Vendor Coordinator: Reid Parham 
Library: Barbara Devitt, Karen VunKannon Volunteer Coordinator: Patrice Morrow 
Mentorship:  Lee Cheatle, Liz Hardy  Webmaster: Karl Holmes  
Newsletter: Peter Pelofske    

Contact information is on the BSOP website www.portlandbonsai.org.  

6707 SW Pine Street, Portland, OR  97223 


